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By Nils Peterson

Robertson Publishing, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****. The poems have great affection for the feminine, and they are wonderfully
patient with human confusion. --Robert Bly Nils Peterson s poems move with depth, authority, and
the occasional grace-granting glint of humor as they travel through image, idea, and a deep
storehouse of recollection both cultural and personal. A lifetime s attention to both writing and
living buoys these intimate, intelligent, sometimes chastened, sometimes celebratory, but always
compassionate pages. --James Hirshfield Niles Peterson is a poet who sets the world before us --
tangible and mysterious. With almost effortless craft and a superbly tuned ear for the music of
language, he reveals the luminous within the everyday events of our lives. To use Sappho s words,
he is an artisan of the keen, clear song. Varied in subject and manner, his poems embody a deep
pleasure and wonder in being alive, and they bring us into the company of a larger life. --Joseph
Stroud About the author: NILS PETERSON taught in the English and Humanities Departments at San
Jose State University from 1963 to 1999. He was Coordinator of the Creative Writing...
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is easy in read safer to comprehend. It is actually rally intriguing throgh studying time. I am easily will get a delight of looking at a created
publication.
-- Claud Feest-- Claud Feest

A new electronic book with an all new standpoint. It usually fails to charge too much. Its been printed in an exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply
following i finished reading this book through which basically altered me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Dr. Amie Bogisich-- Dr. Amie Bogisich
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